PRODUCT WARRANTY
PROJECT: SAMPLE ONLY
Manufacturers name, here and after called the matting supplier warrants that the SPECTRUM
MATIING SYSTEM, when rectangular and reversible, will be free of defects in materials and
workmanship in respect to the manufacturers literature for a period of 20 YEARS from the date of
completion of the contract namely dd/mm/yy subject to the following terms and conditions.
(1)

This warranty shall only come into force:
(a) Upon the date of the invoice and installation of the product; and
(b) Upon strict adherence to the conditions of sale, delivery and payment of the supplier, contained or
implied.

(2)

This warranty is a product warranty covering the product as supplied for the indicated use of foot traffic but
does not include installation and is void and of no effect if the matting is not installed or maintained in
accordance with the manufacturers recommendations and literature.

(3)

This warranty is limited to replacement material or a refund of the suppliers original invoice value.

(4)

Any alleged failure must be reported in writing within fourteen days from the date of the failure.

(5)

This warranty is void and of no effect if the sizes ordered are not correct and within manufacturers tolerances.

(6)

This warranty is void and of no effect if without the matting suppliers prior written approval any abrasive or
other substances are applied to the surface of the matting.

(7)

This warranty does not cover any failure or deterioration of the matting resulting from physical damage or
building work involving the disturbance of the structure by any cause.

(8)

In the event of liability being established under this warranty subject to clause 3 we will repair such part of
the matting as may need repair or replacement provided always that we shall be entitled to demand and be
reimbursed for all expenses incurred in investigating any complaints or allegations of failure if on
investigation, and in accordance with the foregoing terms and conditions, it shall not be our responsibility
under the terms of this warranty to rectify such alleged failure.

(9)

This warranty does not cover any damage to the product caused by an Act of God, civil commotion, malicious
damage or hostilities.

(10)

The supplier gives no warranty that any repair work carried out pursuant to the terms hereof shall be an
exact colour match with any previously supplied material.

(11)

This warranty is given in lieu of all warranties, guarantees or conditions in respect of the said supplied
material, expressed, implied or given by the manufacturers, agents or the said supplier or its agents or
employee or implied or expressed by common law or statute or otherwise howsoever, all of which shall
accordingly be excluded and the said supplier shall not be liable for any claims for damages, costs or
consequential loss unless such warranties implied by law which by law cannot be excluded or modified.

Signed dd/mm/yyyy

·
Manufacturers name
Customer: NOVAPRODUCTS GLOBAL Invoice
No.: 000000

